UNIVERSITÄT KOBLENZ-LANDAU
AT A GLANCE
THE UNIVERSITY INTRODUCES ITSELF
The University of Koblenz-Landau is a young middle-sized university. It was transformed from a teacher training college in 1990.

Its research and teaching are oriented on the closely linked interdisciplinary profile areas:

“Learning”, “Society” and “Environment”
Learning:
The University takes a leading role in the Educational Sciences and Teacher Training within the state of Rhineland-Palatinate.

It is the only university within this federal state that offers Teacher-Training Degrees for all school types. This core competence gives distinction to the profile.
PROFILE

Society:
This profile area is formed by the humanities, cultural and social sciences, in which in particular such areas as language art, culture, politics and economics are analyzed – from the psychological point of view as human science as well as through informatics, which develops wide range of IT-based services for people, optimizes them and tests their suitability for daily use.

Environment:
Three scientific approaches characterize this profile area. The environmental sciences approach refers to the natural describable environment, the informatics deals with the technical and digital environment and humanities and social sciences grasp environment as a cultural and social setting.
ST U R C T U R E O F T H E U N I V E R S I T Y

Central Administration in Mainz
Location of the President‘s Office and
departments of the central administration

Campus Koblenz
with ca. 7,800 students

Campus Landau
with ca. 7,400 students
STRUCTURE OF THE UNIVERSITY

Faculties Campus Koblenz
- Educational Sciences
- Arts and Humanities
- Mathematics and Sciences
- Computer Sciences

Faculties Campus Landau
- Educational Sciences
- Cultural and Social Sciences
- Natural and Environmental Sciences
- Psychology
STUDY OFFERS

Teacher Training Degrees on both Campuses

- Elementary School Teacher Training Programs
- Secondary School Teacher Training Programs
- High School Teacher Training Programs

Additionally on Campus Koblenz

- Vocational School Teacher Training Programs

Additionally on Campus Landau

- Special School Teacher Training Programs
CAMPUS KOBLENZ

City of Koblenz

Campus Koblenz
City of Koblenz

- ca. 110,000 inhabitants
- is famous for its situation on the German Corner (“Deutsches Eck”), a confluence of two major rivers: the Rhine and the Moselle
- the northern gate to the cultural landscape Upper Middle Rhine Valley, parts of Koblenz belong to the UNESCO World Heritage Site
STUDY OFFERS

Bachelor Degrees on Campus Koblenz (taught in German)

- Applied Science
- BioGeoSciences
- Computer Visualistic
- Computer Sciences
- Information Management
- Cultural Studies
- Mathematic Modeling
- Education Science
- Business Informatics
- Double Major Bachelor
STUDY OFFERS

Master Degrees on Campus Koblenz (taught in German)

- Applied Physics
- BioGeoSciences
- Ceramic Science and Engineering
- Chemistry and Physics of Functional Materials
- Computer Visualistic
- E-Government
- Educational Science
- German Studies: Dynamics of the Mediation
- Computer Science
- Information Management
- Cultural Sciences
- Business Informatics
CAMPUS LANDAU

City of Landau

Campus Landau
CAMPUS LANDAU

City of Landau

- ca. 45,000 inhabitants
- Situated in a diverse cultural landscape of the Upper Rhine lowlands / the southern wine route / the Palatinate forest
- Variety of cultural offers
STUDY OFFERS

Bachelor Degrees on Campus Landau (taught in German)

- Educational Science
- Society and Environment: Psychology, Communication, Economics
- Psychology
- Social- and Communication Sciences
- Environmental Sciences
- Double Major Bachelor
STUDY OFFERS

Master Degrees on Campus Landau (taught in German)

- Educational Science
- Psychology
- Social- and Communication Sciences
STUDY OFFERS IN ENGLISH

Campus Koblenz

➢ Web Science
➢ Mathematical Modeling of Complex Systems
➢ Chemistry and Physics of Functional Materials

Campus Landau

➢ Ecotoxicology
➢ Environmental Sciences
DEVELOPMENT OF THE THIRD-PARTY FUNDING

in Mio. Euro
COOPERATION

Ca. 60 cooperation agreements with universities and scientific organizations worldwide

- Argentina
- Australia
- Botswana
- Burkina Faso
- Burundi
- Chile
- China
- Ethiopia
- Indonesia
- Japan
- Canada
- Ruanda
- Russia
- South Africa
- South Korea
- Ukraine
- USA
- Vietnam

Cooperation agreements with over 110 universities in ERASMUS+ area
FURTHER INFORMATION

- **Internet:** www.uni-koblenz-landau.de
- **Uniblog:** www.uni-koblenz-landau.de/blog
- **Facebook:** facebook.com/uni.koblenz.landau
- **Twitter:** http://twitter.com/unikold
- **Youtube:** youtube.com/user/unikoblenzlandau
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